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We’re learning about cooking this year at school 
and I thought it would be pretty boring. 
The cooking teacher says 

He says everything’s interesting if you take the  
time to learn about it, even stuff as dull as white  
bread or potatoes. We all groaned when he said  
that—well, wouldn’t you?—but he says he’s  
going to prove it, and we’re going to help.

         the 

 Lunch Box  
                      MISSION
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A LuNch Diary
Is your lunch dull, blah, boring? 

Have you seen and tasted it all before? Well, don’t give  

up on that sandwich yet! There might be a lot more to it  

than you realize.

Food doesn’t have to be fancy to be interesting. Every kind 

of food, no matter how basic, has ties with exciting history, 

amazing science, and some very strange stories. One kind  

of food travels halfway around the world to reach you;  

another comes from just down the road. Your favorite  

sandwich was soldier’s rations centuries ago. Your favorite  

fruit could come from a desert in Africa, and your favorite 

vegetable from a mountainside in Peru. 

Wars have been fought over food. People have been killed  

by food or for food. Others have been saved by it. Some  

foods are created by complicated chemical reactions. Others 

create chemical reactions when you eat them. 

Your job is to keep a lunch diary that tracks your lunch for  

a whole week. Then we’ll do some research and see where it 

takes us. I’m guessing we’ll find prehistoric nomads, ancient 

tombs, explorers’ ships, maybe even a little mad science. 

the lunch box mission
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EXTREME 
Food:

the bishop who ate his boots
In 1909, Bishop Isaac Stringer and a companion set out  

to travel 800 kilometers (500 miles) through Canada’s far north. They 

were used to the wilderness and figured they could reach Dawson City  

in the Yukon in five days. But they hit bad weather and worse luck— 

and spent 51 days slogging through fresh snow, fog, and freezing cold. 

Near the end, they even ran out of food. The only thing left was their 

boots, made of sealskin with walrus-hide soles. They cut the boots into  

                         pieces, boiled them for hours, and then roasted them. For  

                                the last four days of the journey, just before they were  

                                 rescued, they ate nothing but boots toasted over the fire.  

                                                              The soles, Bishop Stringer wrote, tasted  

                                                              better than the tops.
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Monday1
My lunch diary: This is the first day of my lunch diary, and 

my lunch is pretty dull, mostly leftovers from the weekend. A ham 

sandwich, with slices of last night’s supper ham on white bread.  

Cherry tomatoes, from my aunt’s garden. Chunks of the watermelon 

we brought to Saturday’s picnic. Not much excitement there.

Don’t judge too soon . . . This lunch 
  might be more interesting than you 
think. I want you to investigate 

ham, bread, tomatoes, 
and watermelon. 

  Good luck!



7 monday
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The Earl’s Lunch
According to an 18th-century travel 
writer, the sandwich was named for 

the fourth Earl of Sandwich, who once 
gambled for 24 hours straight, eating 

slices of beef stuck between two pieces 
of bread to keep himself going. He’s 

certainly not the only one in history who 
used bread as a wrapper for other food, 

but he’s the one whose name stuck.

How much the Earl 
won at gambling

How much the Earl ate 
in 24 hours of gambling

The arm of the Earl 
of Sandwich
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H
ISTO

RY

lunchon the March
About 1800 years ago, a small group of Roman soldiers stopped 

for lunch in the shadow of Hadrian’s Wall, the great stone barrier that cut 

across Britain and marked the farthest edge of the Roman Empire. They 

were patrolling, on the lookout for intruders from the unconquered north. 

The soldiers built a small fire and dug food and cooking gear out of their 

packs. Soon, the smell of fried ham drifted over the northern heather. 

The soldiers smeared their ham with mustard paste from a small pot  

and cut off hunks from a loaf of heavy bread.  

Crouching in the fire’s warmth, 

they munched on something 

pretty close to a ham  

sandwich.

HAM
BREAD
TOMATOES 
WATERMELON

monday
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The Romans didn’t invent 

ham. They picked up a taste 

for it—and some good recipes, 

too—when they conquered 

the people known as Gauls, 

who lived in northern France. 

The Gauls ate lots of meat, 

especially pork from domestic 

pigs and wild boar. To make 

it last longer, they cured it 

with salt. The largest chunks, 

usually from the thick part of 

the leg, were used for ham.

In the Middle Ages in 

Europe, any family that could 

afford it kept a pig. In the 

fall, before the winter made 

pig feed scarce, they would 

slaughter the pig, salt the  

meat, and hang hams from  

the rafters, safe from rats  

and mice. All you had to do  

to check your winter meat 

supply was look up.
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